The role of co-administration of damage control surgery and vacuum-assisted closure in the treatment of perineal wounds
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ABSTRACT

Perineal wounds caused by high-kinetic-energy shotgun blasts have a high mortality risk because they are often accompanied by injuries of the anus, rectum, genitourinary system, and extremities. Mortality often results from hemorrhage in the early stage and from multiple organ failure caused by sepsis in the late stage. The primary step in the treatment of patients presenting with perineal wound and hemodynamic instability caused by severe hemorrhage is to control hemorrhage and contamination using damage control surgery. After achieving hemodynamic stability, vacuum-assisted closure can be used to reduce the risks of infection and sepsis. In this report, we present a case who had a perineal wound caused by a mine blast and was successfully treated by damage control surgery and vacuum-assisted closure.
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INTRODUCTION

Experience in the management of traumatic perineal wounds has been largely gained through the management of battlefield traumas. Perineal wounds caused by high-kinetic-energy shotgun blasts have a high mortality risk because they are often accompanied by injuries of the anus, rectum, genitourinary system, and extremities. Mortality often results from hemorrhage in the early stage and from multiple organ failure caused by sepsis in the late stage (1-3). Recent attempts have been made to decrease mortality rates by effectively using damage control surgery (DCS) techniques and by inducing protection against infection (4).

In this study, we report a case who had a perineal wound caused by a mine blast and was successfully treated by DCS and vacuum-assisted closure (VAC).

CASE PRESENTATION

The 24-year-old male patient was transferred to our hospital from a neighboring country where he had been wounded due to a mine blast during a civil war. A statement from paramedics revealed that the blast occurred approximately five hours before transportation, and the patient was transferred to the border following gynecologic surgery at a location close to the combat arena. Physical examination revealed a body temperature of 35.6°C and a systolic blood pressure of 75 mmHg. The patient had a midline abdominal surgical incision. The perineal skin had been closed using a Y-shaped suture pattern. The patient was transferred to the intensive care unit (ICU). Heating pads and radiant heaters were used to prevent further heat loss. Fluid and electrolyte resuscitation was started. All fluids were warmed to body temperature before transfusion. The patient’s arterial blood gas pH was 7.15, and his whole blood count revealed a hemoglobin level of 6.9 mg/dL and an international normalized ratio (INR) of 2.1. On the basis of these values, resuscitation was continued with the administration of 3 units of erythrocyte suspension that were previously warmed to body temperature and 2 units of fresh frozen plasma. At 24 h after admission to the ICU, the patient’s parameters were as follows: systolic blood pressure; 95 mmHg, body temperature: 36.9°C, arterial pH: 7.31, hemoglobin: 9.0 mg/dL, and INR: 1.5. Abdominal and pelvic computed tomography revealed fragmented fractures and multiple foreign bodies suggestive of compressin the perineal region. The orthopedics department was consulted regarding the fragmented pelvic fractures. On this basis of the consultation, the patient was immobilized for one month. The surgical procedure was started by removing the sutures and compresses in the perineal region. Exploration revealed a 30x25 cm necrotic wound around the anus with no hemorrhage. No anorectal wound was observed by peroperative anoscopy. After debridement, the external sphincter was completely intact. The wound site was irrigated with physiologic serum and dressing was performed using the VAC method. The abdomen was entered through the previous incision site. Surgical exploration revealed that the sigmoid colon had been split at the distal end and had been primarily closed at both the proximal and distal ends. The sutures at the proximal end of the sigmoid colon were opened and sigmoid end colostomy was performed. The patient was extubated on postoperative day 1. Dressing was performed by applying negative pressure using the VAC method. Following the formation of granulation tissue, the perineal defect was closed by a skin graft obtained from the anterior surface of the left femur. The patient was discharged on postoperative day 15. Written informed consent was obtained from patient who participated in this case.
DISCUSSION
Uncontrollable hemorrhage and sepsis are the most common challenges in the management of traumatic pelvic wounds. The pelvis is a complex anatomical region that is neighbored by several organs and systems. Therefore, no standard treatment has been established for the management of pelvic wounds. Treatment is commonly based on a multidisciplinary approach including the disciplines of general surgery, orthopedics, and anesthesiology. However, because the combat arena is generally characterized by irregular warfare, riots, and uprisings, the healthcare facilities present in combat arenas are usually disrupted by poverty and battle. Moreover, the transportation of casualties to health centers is hindered by destroyed roads, difficult terrain conditions, and long distances. In addition, the extensive number of casualties often outweighs the capacity of healthcare facilities available in the combat arena. Due to these factors, combat casualties generally present to health centers with deep hemorrhagic shock (4, 5).

Damage control surgery remains the mainstay treatment for casualties presenting with acidosis, hypothermia, coagulopathy, and hemodynamic instability. The principle aims of DCS are to achieve primary repair of major arterial injuries, to perform arterial ligation, or to prevent hemorrhage by packing with compression bags. In addition, in the treatment of hollow organ wounds, a subsequent primary repair should be performed to prevent contamination. In these patients, the duration of surgery should not exceed one hour. Procedures such as ileostomy and colostomy should be avoided because they are highly time consuming. The patient should be directly transferred to the ICU, and the initial aim should be to correct acidosis and hypothermia. After hemodynamic stability is achieved, definitive surgery should be performed. The decision to perform DCS should be made depending on the initial evaluation of the patient or the findings obtained within the first 15 minutes of surgery (6, 7).

Our patient had a perineal wound caused by a mine blast that occurred during a civil war in a neighboring country. The patient had undergone surgery at a location close to the combat arena before transportation. In such cases, a major problem is that no medical documentation regarding the condition of the patient is transported with the patient or that the document is lost during transportation. The medical condition of our patient indicated that the hemorrhage may have been controlled by placing compresses on the perineum. Moreover, it is likely that the surgeons decided to perform DCS because no colostomy had been performed during laparotomy and both ends of the sigmoid colon had been closed. Ultimately, the surgeons probably decided to transfer the patient to our hospital due to the absence of appropriate facilities for postoperative resuscitation. Upon initial examination at our hospital, the patient presented with acidosis, hypothermia, and hemodynamic instability. The definitive surgery was performed after achieving resuscitation.

High-kinetic-energy shotgun wounds lead to large amounts of devitalized and contaminated tissues that have a high risk of infection. To reduce this risk, aggressive debridement and daily dressing changes should be performed. Perineal wounds have a particularly high risk of infection because fecal contamination is inevitable. In these wounds, daily dressing changes are another challenge for treatment. VAC can be an ideal option for overcoming these difficulties. This method allows continuous drainage of contaminated and complicated wounds. It also reduces the level of exudate, debris, and bacteria. Moreover, it facilitates the removal of large amounts of fluid in deep wounds.

After initial debridement and irrigation, VAC is performed to apply negative pressure, and the dressing is changed every 24 to 48 h. Following revitalization of the tissues and the formation of granulation tissue, the wound is closed using either primary closure, flap advancement, or skin graft (8, 9).

Our patient had a large necrotic wound in the perineal region. The wound was closed after creating negative pressure by VAC. The dressing was changed every 48 h. The tissues were revitalized and granulation tissue was formed on postoperative day 10. The defect was closed by a whole-layer skin graft obtained from the anterior surface of the left femur. No complications were observed in the follow-up period. The patient was discharged on day 15 and was advised to visit our clinic for colostomy closure 8 weeks later. However, the patient has not returned for colostomy closure although more than 8 weeks have passed since discharge.

CONCLUSION
Damage control surgery and the proper administration of its principles can be lifesaving in patients with high-kinetic-energy shotgun wounds who present with hemodynamic instability. In addition, VAC may facilitate treatment by preventing the risks of soft tissue necrosis and serious infection, particularly in wounds that are located in difficult regions of the body.
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